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The compelling and inspirational story of the rags to riches life of Kerry Stokes, a remarkable

Australian.Kerry Stokes is a remarkable Australian. Not because he is one of Australia's

wealthiest and most powerful people, but because of what he overcame to get there and

because he has endured when others didn't. His success and his rise have intrigued the

business world for decades but there is so much more to him than multi-million dollar deals or

mergers.Behind the laconic front is a human story as tough and touching as a Dickens tale:

Oliver twist with great self-expectations. It is the story of a poor boy who stared down poverty,

ignorance and the stigma of his illegitimate birth to achieve great wealth and fulfilment. He's a

backstreets battler who has become a power player. It's a compelling and inspiring story that,

until now, he has not told. Now he oversees a multi-billion dollar media, machinery and

property empire. He is renowned for his art collection and for philanthropy, spending millions of

dollars to buy - among other things - Victoria Crosses from soldiers' families to donate to the

Australian War Memorial.But he's a private man. A man apart. He made his name in the West

but kept his distance from the buccaneering band of entrepreneurs who forged fabulous

fortunes in Perth from the 1960s until the 1987 crash. Bond went to jail, Holmes a Court died;

Connell did both. Lesser lights flickered and faded but Stokes grew stronger, becoming a player

alongside Murdoch, Packer and Lowy. His story fascinates all the more because he has spent

most of his life guarding it. But now he's telling it, to one of Australia's great storytellers.He is

the boy who came from nothing, who had nothing to lose. And now he has everything. It's a

great Australian journey.' ...possibly the greatest rags-to-riches story in our history ... journalist

Andrew Rule has done an enviable job of capturing the essence of this fascinating man, from

his Dickensian early life in the slums of Carlton to his relentless deal-making in the west and

beyond ... the book is outstanding...' the Australian'... my pick is Andrew Rule's Kerry Stokes:

the Boy from Nowhere. I was vaguely aware the Perth billionaire's story was one of rags to

riches, but I didn't realise just how ragged were his early days. His achievement is

inspirational.' Stephen Romei, the Australian 
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the AuthorCopyrightPROLOGUEAlone in a CrowdHE LANDED IN Perth late one summer day,

a rangy youth with black hair brushed back in an Elvis quiff, a scarred suitcase in one hand and

a rough set of starting blocks in the other.He didn’t blend in with the suits and sports coats

around him. There was something of the street in the watchful eyes, the roll of the shoulders,

the work-scarred hands and the cigarette dangling from the lips. At nineteen he looked his own

man, and a working man at that, the bloom of childhood worn off years before. He was on the

tough side of handsome, more lair than heir. An onlooker might have wondered if he was a

footballer or a fighter lured across the Nullarbor on the promise of a payday in a weaker

league.In the old case were a few cheap clothes and a pair of expensive running spikes

handmade in Melbourne by a man called Hope Sweeney. Pro runners in the eastern states

coveted Sweeney’s featherweight masterpieces. They swore his spikes gave them ‘an extra

yard’. He made them from the softest kangaroo hide, sewn to fit so tightly they hurt and had to

be eased on with fine powder. They had cost the young stranger two weeks’ pay and were the

most valuable thing he owned — unlike the starting blocks slung over his shoulder, crude

things knocked up from wood and scrap iron. The wooden foot treads couldn’t be adjusted, but

that didn’t matter: he’d bolted them down to suit him alone.The rough blocks said he was poor

and practical. The sleek spikes said he was competitive and hungry to have the edge, even if it

cost. The cheap money belt under his shirt said he was calculating and cautious. The belt was

a hard leather thing from an army disposals stall at the Queen Victoria Market. In it was a slim

wad of cash, a secret stake to bet on the future and escape the past. He would win his bet and

more, backing himself whenever the chance came.The man he became hardly remembers the

tough kid who stepped onto the patchy airstrip that far-off summer. All the billionaire shares

with that boy are his name, his shoe size and a few faded scars. But the seeds of everything he

would become were in the wary youngster catching the unpromising first sight of his promised

land.Timing is everything. Kerry Stokes arrived in the west on the cusp of the modern age. His

exact contemporary, John Lennon, had just recruited Stu Sutcliffe to play bass in a

drummerless backing band they named the ‘Beatals’. John F. Kennedy was a year away from

the White House and fewer than four from Dallas. In Canberra, important people were doodling

with the idea of decimal currency. And Perth was poised for the greatest boom since the

nineteenth-century gold rushes.The young bodgie with his home-made blocks and handmade

spikes got off to a flying start. By the time Kennedy died and the Beatles were changing the

world, he had made his first fortune. By the time Australia adopted the dollar he was closing on

his first million.He had no one to tell him he couldn’t, nothing to lose. For a long time, no one

even really knew who he was. He didn’t know himself.AS A BUSINESSMAN, Kerry Stokes is a

survivor. As a man, he is an enigma. But strip away the disguises that time and money build or

buy and you find a clue to the forces that formed him and still drive him. At heart, he’s a

collector.‘I’m a magpie,’ he tells people, laughing at his own foibles, as if admitting to train-



spotting or bird-watching. But it’s as much admission as joke. He claims to have kicked

smoking after coming close to dying in 2003 and is the most moderate of drinkers, but the

compulsion to collect is deeper than any acquired habit. It is only one element of a complicated

man but it’s powerful and takes many forms.‘Kerry always loved toys,’ says a Perth land

developer who worked with him in the 1960s, and tells an affectionate and somehow touching

story about finding the tough young Stokes, ex-truck driver and shearing-shed hand, setting up

a model train-set late at night after a long day hustling blocks of land. Unsaid is that it was the

sort of train-set Stokes would have coveted — but never afforded — as a little boy. One of his

few memories of childhood is the powerful pleasure he felt when he got a Meccano set. As with

the train-set, maybe, its precision appealed to instincts that still stir him.Time and money have

altered the value and variety of the things Stokes collects, but not the impulse. Before an early

breakfast he leafs through an auction catalogue, bidding long-distance on an 1880s Colt

revolver in New York. Within easy reach of the desk in his Sydney study lies a vintage

mountaineer’s ice axe, long-handled and light, outdated but in good working order. As a

handmade tool of steel and wood in the era of Kevlar and carbon fibre, the axe seems a mildly

interesting conversation piece. Not until you see the name written on the well-worn handle do

you understand why it has its place in a space with masterpieces on every wall and historical

oddities on every shelf. Handwritten in black ink is the signature ‘Ed Hillary’. It takes a second

to sink in: the man who conquered Everest signed it — and used it.On a mantelpiece across

the room is a container holding a handful of centuries-old coins and musket balls. Stokes

retrieved them from a shipwreck on a long-ago diving trip, before exploring wrecks was so

strictly regulated. This tells you something about him: he is an action man who likes not just

beautiful things but interesting ones too. Visitors to his cool and elegant Sydney headquarters,

The Villa, might wonder why there is a vintage leather case among the art. It belonged to

Roald Amundsen the Antarctic explorer, the quiet man who beat the doomed Scott to the

South Pole and survived on preparation and logic. For Stokes, the old case has a value beyond

whatever he paid for it. This and many of the artifacts he prizes most are links with adventurers

and explorers, and are most likely destined some day to be in a museum, along with the

millions of dollars’ worth of items he has already donated to the nation.Stokes owns

warehouses and galleries full of rare objects and works of art that have caught the roving eye

and restless mind of an explorer born out of his time. He has a luxury sea-going cruiser on

each coast and a 1000-tonne pleasure craft in the Mediterranean and uses corporate jets as

casually as hire cars.But of all the beautiful things he has collected over his life perhaps the

most telling are his houses.The value of these properties is dwarfed by the rest of his vast

corporate empire but, for the occasionally homeless youth he once was, the houses he calls

home are talismans not just of success but also of security. And of taste.He’d already bought

and sold standard suburban houses as a young man on the rise, but his first true love was the

house in Jutland Parade in riverside Dalkeith, the one he bought aged thirty-one and still uses

more than forty years later. The site is one of the best on the Swan River and its value spiralled

as Perth went from sleepy backwater to the pounding heart of the mining boom.Then there is

the venerable sandstone house on Sydney Harbour with views on three sides — from the

Harbour Bridge to the Heads. It once belonged to James Fairfax, scion of the once-great

newspaper publishing family, whose company Stokes outmanoeuvred in his first real tilt at the

business world beyond Western Australia. The house is a memento of the day he breached the

citadel and beat the establishment at its own game, and so a trophy to be cherished.There are

other houses too, later additions to the collection. Ask Stokes which he likes best and he is as

reluctant as a parent asked to pick a favourite child. He says that these days he likes to be



away where he can relax in private. Apart from diving trips on one of his boats, that narrows

the choice to two of his properties.One is the Broome house, set in acres of landscaped

botanical gardens that front Cable Beach. Broome has a touch of the exotic and a dark and

dangerous history; the house overlooks a stretch of sea where men have died trying to get rich

or enrich others. It’s the sort of place where desperados have gambled their lives to make

fortunes then lost them in card games.Stokes didn’t actually win his Cable Beach property at

the card table, but people say he picked it up at ‘mates’ rates’ to help out a business associate

with a cash-flow problem, on the understanding he would sell it back in a given time if things

improved. The deadline came and went and Stokes kept the place. But he has spent millions

on it since, a project overseen by his fourth ‘and last’ wife, Christine Simpson Stokes. The

couple like to stay there during the Australian winter, the dry season. They have built a

conference centre that doubles as an indigenous art gallery, its huge handcrafted boardroom

table linked by hidden hi-tech wizardry to the sprawling Stokes business empire.Money can’t

buy everything, but it does mean being able to follow the seasons across the country or

between hemispheres. Stokes hints that his favourite house in recent years is the most distant

from what he still thinks of as ‘home’ in Perth. It’s the one the couple built in Vail, Colorado, a

few valleys across the snowfields from Aspen, playground of the rich and famous. It’s a

splendid example of the grand hunting-lodge style favoured by wealthy Americans who build

the great indoors in the Great Outdoors. It’s big enough to have soaring ceilings and guest

apartments tucked out of sight downstairs but still cosy, with open fireplaces, exposed stone

surfaces and rugs. The rooms are filled with classic Americana: bronze Remington figurines of

Old West themes, cowboys and bucking broncos, and more examples of American frontier art

on the walls. But no painting trumps the drama of the real landscape framed by the lodge

windows: the Rockies in winter, jagged peaks topped with luminous blue-white snow and

flanked with aspen, fir and needle pine, rearing into the thin air beneath a sky that can stay a

brilliant blue for weeks. Out there, in steep country where the good skiers test themselves

against private instructors and potentially lethal slopes, the Stokes party skis every day for ten

weeks, weather permitting.Stokes fits skiing between morning and evening sessions in his

study, tuned to the heartbeat of his businesses in three time zones. Here, with a couple of

computers, a television screen and a telephone, he listens, reads and watches, fields calls and

makes his own, and pecks out terse emails with two fingers, about as deftly as a silverback

gorilla with a typewriter. Silences are broken by the laconic exchanges and banter Australian

men use with those they know well. He doesn’t yell or bluster and rarely swears, having erased

this habit on his long and unlikely journey from a much harder place.It was here in the Rockies,

in the American winter of early 2012, that I went to meet the man who had cautiously come to

the conclusion he should reveal himself to the world after a lifetime of guarded privacy. Mutual

acquaintances had herded us towards this blind date after planned meetings with other

candidates had fallen through for the usual ho-hum reasons: one author had just committed to

another project; another was distracted by family problems.It seemed Stokes had not been

ready to open his life up to a stranger and, by extension, to unknown thousands of others, but

had been forced to think about it because an unauthorised biography had been commissioned

the previous year.The competitive juices run strong in such men, and his had started flowing at

the idea that someone, somewhere, was going to tell and sell a version of his story. He decided

he would expand and accelerate a leisurely project started in 2009, when one of his retired

television executives, Bill Rayner, had drafted a history of his early life and career based in part

on a series of private recorded interviews Stokes had done for the National Library archives.It’s

the sort of reflexive counter-punch that self-made men throw all the time in the bloody politics



of business. But as Stokes and his inner circle of family and advisers got used to the idea, the

biography took on a life of its own. They realised that to be commercially publishable it had to

be more than the transcribed oral history that had been the basis of Bill Rayner’s painstaking

work.In a sense, Stokes’s time had come — which, of course, explained half a dozen

publishers’ recent interest in his life story. Then aged seventy-one, he was still fit and fairly well,

but the beginning of the eighth decade is an age at which the past looms as large as the future,

even for a man who’s spent his life charging at today’s challenges rather than reflecting on

yesterday’s battles. He sensed an opportunity, perhaps a vague obligation, to leave something

more than a catalogue of business achievements, a glorified Who’s Who entry or extended

obituary-in-advance. Unspoken, but probably felt, was a fear that the gap in the record might be

filled by potentially spiteful, speculative and self-serving accounts from those he had overtaken

on his way to the top over half a century, a journey during which he married four times and

escorted glamorous and sometimes well-known women in between.Buried somewhere in all

the hurly-burly of takeovers and lawsuits, marriages and divorces, art galleries and shopping

centres, newspapers, television networks and heavy machinery was the story of Australia’s last

mogul.But could he tell it, scars and all?IT WASN’T THE first time I had met Kerry Stokes,

though it might as well have been. The first time was a decade earlier, when he occasionally

came to Melbourne to host a lunch table of Channel 7 ‘personalities’ and various guests before

a football game at the new Docklands Stadium that his companies had recently backed as part

of a consortium deal.That day at the football he was polite and quiet, not distant but a little

distracted. He nodded and smiled in the right places while the season’s crop of soap actors

chatted and chattered as they picked over their free lunch, but he seemed bemused and

slightly out of place. Despite his well-cut suit, the billionaire patron reminded you of a tough old

kelpie that had wandered into the poodle-judging at Melbourne Show and was awaiting the

chance to slip away unnoticed. He was in his early sixties then and looked younger in a rugged

way, the thick hair still dark, face tanned and weathered, body fit enough to suggest the athletic

youngster he’d once been.The impression Stokes left was one that others had remarked on

before and have since: unlike some tycoons and perhaps even the executives who work for

them, especially in television, he does not seek to dominate the conversation, let alone the

room.Ten years later and half a world away, in Colorado, he was still looking younger than his

age but the lines had deepened and the dark hair turned salt-and-pepper. His eyes were the

grey-green of sea water under an overcast sky but might have been called light hazel in a

police description. He was on the big end of what Victorians call a ‘Collingwood six-footer’ —

that is, a touch under six feet tall — and was moving a little stiffly, tired from hard skiing that

niggles old injuries caused by manual labour, running, football and rugby, which he played until

his forties.But whereas plenty of athletes go to seed — many because they share what

Muhammad Ali’s best biographer called ‘the natural athlete’s disdain for exercise’ — the man

who trained with Olympic hopefuls after the 1956 Games still looks the part. This is mostly

nature but partly nurture, because he was never a gifted enough athlete not to train hard. He

values preparation in all things, as revealed many times in the story of his life.Broad-

shouldered and strong across the arms, lighter in the hips, he could pass for an old light-

heavyweight boxer, rower or footballer. The impression of strength is not a delusion. He gets up

early and trains most days to stay that way. The competitive streak dies hard.It goes with a sort

of solitude, a mind often on distant things. When asked a difficult question, he narrows his eyes

thoughtfully and grimaces, like a farmer squinting into the distance while mulling over drought

and wool prices or the cost of repairing windmills. It’s a folksy touch that’s become a habit, and

has its uses: it puts conversation into a holding pattern and gives him time to think through an



answer he can live with. He didn’t get where he is by shooting his mouth off. He used to smoke

a pipe to give him a chance to think while he went through the ritual of tamping and lighting it.

It’s no surprise he has also been a poker player, and a pretty good one.His reformed smoker’s

voice is a little gravelly, the speech unaffected and — for anyone old enough to remember the

era before decimal currency — touchingly Australian. The timbre betrays his age; the idiom is

of the man he was at thirty. This sophisticated international businessman, who knows more

about currency than most, still talks jocularly in ‘quid’ and ‘bob’ the way his own knockabout

grandfather would have between the wars. He laughs about what a rough, ignorant kid he once

was (‘I spoke Strine in those days’) and can swear as fluently as a painter and docker when he

wants to. He long ago chipped away the worst effects of a dirt-poor upbringing, but there is

nothing artificial about the way he speaks. Sand and polish a piece of ironbark or red gum all

you like, it’s still tough Australian hardwood underneath.He still has the cadences and some of

the vocabulary of the kid who went hungry in Carlton, who once worked in western suburbs

wool stores and bush shearing sheds alongside men who had survived the Depression and

war. He worked with men, some of them, who would rather have a fight than a feed. That

teaches a practical diplomacy and courtesy not learned in boardrooms or business school. He

has the knack of speaking to everyone on level terms, sometimes direct but never patronising.

Love him or fear him, no-one who does business with Stokes would mistake him for an empty

suit. He has what New Zealanders call mana, a short word long on meaning: the clout,

charisma and credibility of the chief. It can’t be faked.Up here, in the Colorado Rockies, you

might expect to see George Clooney or Brad Pitt idling between films. Stokes could buy and

sell most of the stars that turn up on the ski fields, but you wouldn’t know that to meet him. The

man in his much-washed casual pants and fleece top looks as if he might have stepped off a

tractor or a horse before stepping onto a plane. The late United States President Gerald Ford

used to live down the road from Vail at Beaver Creek. Ford and some other wealthy ‘locals’

attended a small multi-faith chapel, a Sabbath version of an Ivy League fraternity. When

someone worked out who Stokes was, he was discreetly invited to join the former President

and the select group on Sundays. He says he turned up, made the obligatory donation and met

Ford, but that was enough. He’s restless and still has too much to do to waste time making

small talk.Yet he tells yarns, easily and well. His shoulders shake with suppressed mirth, his

eyes crinkle and he grins his lopsided grin when he’s about to tell a funny story, which is often.

Although he has performed under pressure all his adult life, there is none of the performer

about him who craves applause. There’s nothing obviously rehearsed about what he says. But

he has pet yarns, pruned and polished over the years into sure-fire anecdotes. He sees

humour in most situations and tells stories against himself as gleefully as he does against

others. There’s a sardonic edge to it.Stokes talks about a lot of things the first night we meet in

Colorado, about his boyhood and his early days in Perth. It’s not so much a potted history as a

collection of fragments. But the thing that lingers in the mind happens when his telephone

rings: a business call from one of his people in Australia.I offer to move away but Christine

shakes her head and smiles. She explains that background conversation never distracts him

from concentrating on what matters most to him at that moment. She nods towards him as he

listens to someone far away, locked in the endless chess game he plays so well.‘That’s Kerry,’

she says protectively. ‘Alone in a crowd.’It captures him in four words. That’s when I decide I

can write the other 175,000.AFTER MIDNIGHT THAT night, I started. Scrawling in a foolscap

notebook, I wrote:It’s not that Kerry Stokes doesn’t talk. He does, occasionally at length and

sometimes with passion. But, and this is rare among such extraordinarily successful and

important men, he’s not in love with the sound of his own voice. He speaks when he has



something to say, never just to fill — or dominate — the available air space.Looking back, that

seems a bold assessment — or a rash assertion — on the strength of a few hours of talking.

But it has stood up to a couple of years’ worth of similar meetings, hours snatched here and

there between the demands of various Stokes business interests. Give or take the odd

redundant sentence or clumsy expression, the thoughts jotted down on that crisp night in the

Rockies still seem to hold true:The remarkable thing for a man with so much sway in Australian

business — one on first-name terms (past and present) with Rupert, Big Kerry, Frank Lowy,

Bondy and Holmes à Court — is that outside the boardroom he is hardly a household name,

let alone a familiar face. A Packer or Murdoch would be recognised almost anywhere. But not

Stokes. He might be a billionaire several times over and the last home-grown Aussie media

mogul — but he blends in.Everybody who cares to know such things knows the legends that

have grown around Packer, Murdoch and Bond. Not so with Stokes. He is known to a few

hundred people who need to know him but unknown by millions of others who don’t. This is no

accident. Some of the most astute media minds in the business have kept it that way for thirty

years. First among them is Stokes himself. But now, it seems, he wants to tell his story.His wife

Christine has listened to the fragments and gathered them together. She thinks no other

person knows more than she does about the sum total of her second husband’s life.She tells

how, on hearing about his early adventures, she exclaimed, ‘It’s a great story!’ to which he had

replied in that laconic growl: ‘Yeah, but it’s my story.’ Translation: he’d tell it when and how it

suited him.There was a lot more scrawled in that notebook, and the half-dozen that came after

it, as weekends of research turned into months of tracking down scores of people who had met

this Australian original somewhere on his long and unlikely journey from a bleak Melbourne

childhood to owning a skyscraper that dominates the skyline of Dallas, Texas, and a world of

other things besides.Those notes became the basis of the account that follows: the kind of

crudely chronological pastiche of memories, impressions and parallel events you get when a

reporter tries to plait hundreds of odds and ends into a narrative. An academic history it isn’t.

It’s too subjective for that. And there are too many blank spots in the early days, gaps that can’t

be filled because they happened too long ago and in that foreign country, the past, where most

battlers died young and almost without trace because they had neither the means nor motive

to record the details of their impoverished lives. They left behind few photographs, no diaries,

no letters and there was no-one else who cared enough to do it for them.It is a matter of

wonder that the Catholic Church cannot or will not produce school records from the 1950s

showing that Kerry Matthew Stokes was enrolled three times at St George’s School in Carlton

or was an altar boy at the church next door. For that, as for so many other aspects of his

childhood, there is little but his own uncertain memory to go by. For him his dysfunctional

childhood is like a fog in which he glimpses only a few fuzzy outlines. For anyone trying to

unravel his story it is like investigating the coldest case in the unsolved crime file: witnesses are

dead, unknown or unreliable, documents all but nonexistent. In the end, the biographer’s task is

to sketch as well as detect, and produce a likeness of the child the way an artist might work

from pieces of a torn and faded photograph from long ago.But if the tale of Kerry Stokes is a

mystery story, it’s not only that. It’s part social history, part business chronicle, part inspirational

pitch. It’s about hard-headed business decisions and soft-hearted gestures, and chivalry

versus chicanery. It’s about public plaudits and private pain and Kipling’s ‘two impostors’,

Triumph and Defeat.Above all, it’s about talent that flourished in barren ground: a parable for

every youngster who wonders what to do with their life and how to do it. Through his

companies, Stokes now employs and trains hundreds of apprentices, and you suspect he’s as

pleased with that as with anything he’s done.It’s a story worthy of Dickens but with a dash of



Henry Lawson: Oliver with an Australian twist. It echoes one of the oldest yarns of all, about the

foundling who survives, thrives and conquers — a potent myth since baby Moses was found in

a basket in the bulrushes.It begins in slums and orphanages and dusty Mallee farms, and

throws up a preposterously unlikely ending that exceeds the greatest expectations of everyone

— except, perhaps, of the boy himself.Along the route lie answers to a question that teases

those who care to investigate: who is Kerry Matthew Stokes?It is for readers to judge whether

the following tale meets the only request Stokes made after that first conversation in his

mountain hideaway.‘Just make sure it’s a good yarn,’ he said.LOST AND FOUNDOdd one out:

Matt and Irene Stokes’s ‘gift from God’ in his best secondhand clothes, possibly for his first day

of school. Adopted into poverty, he was brought up poor, different and special.DECADE

ONEThe 1940s‘They didn’t love each other and they didn’t love me.’THE BOY WHO grew up to

be Kerry Stokes was a war baby. He was conceived just before the first Christmas of World

War II and one of his early memories is the celebrations at its end, and being surrounded by

men in uniform.But in ways that left their mark, the boy was a product of the Great Depression,

offspring of an underclass that suffered so much in the 1930s it’s hard for its own descendants

to believe the things that happened.The poverty of the decade between the Wall Street crash

and World War II is as alien to modern Australia as flogging or hanging. For many among the

Depression generation, going to war or joining wartime industries was the first regular work

they’d ever had.By 1939 the divide between haves and have-nots had grown so wide and deep

that some never managed to cross it. The great fog of the Depression that settled over their

formative years had stunted hopes and dreams. The battlers of that generation had ‘nothing

and plenty of it’, they joked. Gallows humour cost nothing; the blacker the better.The working

class became the not-working class: a critical mass of ‘workers’ were either unemployed or on

sustenance wages. The rest lived in fear that whatever work they had would soon vanish or be

given to someone else. Along with poverty and disease came crime and its cousins —

gambling, prostitution, sly grog, prize fighting and unregistered racing, run by hard people who

could have stepped straight out of Frank Hardy’s Power Without Glory.This was the class

Stokes was born into: the working and workless poor trapped by circumstances beyond their

control, saddled for generations with the dead weight of poverty, ignorance and failure. The boy

was raised in an atmosphere of quiet desperation, shunted between ex-army huts, cheap

rooming houses, farm workers’ quarters and slum terraces. He was dressed in second-hand

clothes bought for a few pence at flea markets. Yet lack of material things was common then —

the idea he was propelled by trying to escape poverty does not explain why he achieved so

much more than so many others.He grew up not just poor but poorly educated. His life was a

throwback to a Dickensian era when booms busted and crippled little people, with no safety

nets to break their falls. Circumstances had pushed what passed for his family out into the cold

and their own limitations kept them there, the poorest of poor relations.As he later came to see

it, he was unlucky twice: even when he was adopted, he did not escape the past’s gut-pinching

legacy.When he started to educate himself later, one of many books that fascinated him was

Michael Cannon’s The Land Boomers, a tart account of the ruinous crash of the 1890s that

even today he often urges others to read. Between the lines of history he sees a morality tale

warning against repeating the scandalous excesses that caused such a calamity. It chimes with

his early experiences of being on the losing side in what historians might call a class war in a

capitalist system.Stokes’s painful childhood would later be a source of regret and anger to him.

For most of his early adult life he didn’t even talk about it. But pain taught him a lot. It made him

hungry for ideas and sharpened his intuition in ways that lasted all his life. He grew up trying to

make out the shape of the future by studying the shadows of the past: a habit that became



instinctive.NO ONE NOW alive can describe the birth or background of the baby a pair of

strangers would later rename Kerry Matthew Stokes. It’s a gap that adds another layer to the

mystery of his true identity, what motivates him, and whether the two are linked.The story

begins with the birth of a baby boy to an unmarried 21-year-old barmaid at Melbourne’s Royal

Women’s Hospital in the early spring of 1940. A couple of terse official documents confirm the

date and place of the baby’s birth, his mother’s name, and the formal completion of his

adoption in early 1942. But the first two months are a blank.All his life, Kerry Stokes would

believe he was adopted from ‘the Broadmeadows baby home’, which was what most people

called St Joseph’s Foundling Hospital. His adoptive mother told him that was where she got

him. Perhaps she said this because she was a devout Catholic and had wanted a baby from

the Josephite nuns. Or her involvement with the Josephites may have gone deeper.If the boy

was been misled about his origins later, it would not have been the first time the true

circumstances of birth and adoption were muddied in an attempt to shield youngsters from

some uncomfortable truth. But there seemed no reason to doubt the tiny scraps of background

his parents gave him, when they had never attempted to hide from him the fact that he was

adopted. Their honesty about that was one of two good things they did for him. The other was

to take him from a state home that would probably have led him to an orphanage, too often the

first step on the road to reformatories and jail.It would take the boy a long time to realise how

much worse things might have been for him.Life with Matt and Irene Stokes was grim and hand-

to-mouth — poor in every sense, unrelieved by the normal pleasures of belonging to a family.

Lack of money and material things were part of this but not the worst of it. He would wonder all

his life why such an ill-assorted pair was allowed to care for a child when they seemed to him

barely capable of caring for themselves.He still has trouble putting into words the questions

that have niggled him for decades, the way they haunt many adopted children. Couldn’t his real

mother have looked after him just as well? What was so wrong with him, or with her, that she

gave him away? He feared it must have been ‘something terrible’.FOR MOST PEOPLE,

memories are strands woven into a family narrative so that it’s hard to know where personal

recollections start and stories heard from others end. Each story and each memory becomes

part of something bigger, like a tributary joining a river of family knowledge linking generations.

Stories told and retold in an extended family reinforce each other, growing in colour and detail.

But young Stokes had none of that. For him, childhood is a fog in which he sees vague shapes,

with only a few revealing flashes.For a start, he always knew he was adopted and so what little

he heard of his adoptive parents’ background was not really his story but theirs. Secondly, there

were no brothers and sisters and, in effect, no cousins to help fill in the blanks. In truth, Matt

and Irene and Kerry were not so much a family as an ill-assorted trio of loners. He never called

them ‘Mum’ or ‘Dad’ and they treated him more like a boarder than a son.And the boy sensed

early something he would later feel acutely: he was different from the people who had

blundered into the task of raising him. It is a cliché that children, especially clever ones, go

through an unhappy phase where they feel so alien and superior to their families that they

fantasise that they must have been adopted.In Kerry Stokes’s case, it was no fantasy.IRENE

STOKES TURNED thirty-one in May 1942, the same week she and her husband Matt

completed the final adoption papers for the baby they had renamed Kerry — because it had an

Irish ring, the boy would later deduce. Matt Stokes’s long-dead mother had been a Murphy

before marriage. She’d died young after giving birth to a brood of children in country

Victoria.Irene Dudley, born in 1911, was almost exactly six years older than her husband

Matthew Phillip Stokes, the adoptive father Kerry called ‘Matt’ all his life. The couple had

married in 1938 when Matt was twenty-one. They had been unable to have children, a topic



never later discussed to Kerry’s knowledge, certainly not in his hearing.The age gap between

the two was unusual at a time when women tended to marry young, almost always to older

men. Whether this implied anything is hard to say. But in what’s recalled of Irene’s vague

version of her life story there is a curious detail: she told people she had worked in ‘a convent’

as a young woman because she had been ‘trying’ to become a nun. But after working in the

laundry and doing similar menial jobs, she had left, she claimed.It sounds like an embroidered

version of a more likely scenario: that she had been sent to a Catholic home for ‘wayward girls’,

who were required to do this kind of menial work.If this was the case, the reason might not

have been that she was wayward but that she was fatherless. Her father, a one-time stable

hand called William Dudley, had died young in the influenza epidemic of 1919.After her

husband’s untimely death, Irene’s mother Flo had moved in with a Chinese herbalist called

James Lew-Kee, of Lygon Street, Carlton. She had a son with him before marrying him and

adopting two Chinese girls — actions that would have attracted attention, if not criticism.It’s just

as feasible that Irene had become pregnant as an unmarried teenager and spent her

‘confinement’ at the Josephites’ baby home at Broadmeadows before giving birth, handing over

the baby for adoption and spending a lifetime praying for her soul and that of her lost child. It

might explain her obsessive devotion to the Catholic Church and her apparent preoccupation

with the Broadmeadows baby home. It would also explain why she revealed to her son, as an

old woman, that the nuns had shaved her head: this was a humiliation the Church inflicted on

‘fallen women’. Anguish at giving up a baby, mixed with Catholic guilt, might explain her

subsequent insistence on donating money to the Church. It might also explain why she ‘missed

out’ on the first round of a marriage market in which most working-class women married young,

so that at twenty-seven she ended up with a naïve young man from the bush — good with

dogs, horses and hand tools but in other ways unworldly. Matt Stokes did not even learn to

drive a car until middle age. In fact, he didn’t have one until Kerry bought him a utility in the

1960s.Kerry’s later impression was that the conservative and rural Stokes family sided against

Irene because she had ‘adopted a bastard’. He would remember that the couple was rebuffed

— a door slammed in their faces — the only time they visited Matt’s relatives with him. He has

always thought that the rejection was because of the circumstances of his birth, a bitter burden

for a child to carry. More likely, though, is that the relatives had something against Irene that the

boy was too young to divine. Probably Matt had estranged himself from his family by marrying

her.A potential sticking point was Irene’s mother Flo’s relationship with the Chinese herbalist

Lew-Kee. So-called ‘intermarriage’ was common enough in the gold-mining districts, but old

stigmas lingered. Cohabiting with Asians at the height of the White Australia Policy was likely to

inflame gossips and bigots at every level.Whatever the reason for the estrangement from

Matt’s family, among the few relatives Kerry met as a child were Irene’s Chinese half-brother

Ronnie and his adopted Chinese sisters. Ronnie Lew-Kee, a book-keeper turned businessman

in the wool-scouring trade, was the most successful member of the Stokes and Dudley families

and ended up owning a new brick-veneer house in middle-class Ivanhoe. Whether a sort of

respect or tolerance rubbed off on young Stokes is conjecture but, fifty years later, he would

build business and political links in China by cultivating personal relationships there.Matt had

been born in Kyneton in 1917, second child and only son of Edmund (Ted) and Margaret

Stokes. He and his sisters spent their early childhood, he would later tell Kerry, on a ‘soldier

settlement’ block near Quambatook in the Mallee before his mother died in 1922 after the birth

of her fourth child. They were driven off their land by drought, bad prices and the difficulty of

scratching a living from ‘hungry’, low-rainfall country. The family split up but mostly stayed in

central Victoria near their maternal grandmother.Kerry would rarely see his father without a



shirt on, but when he did, he noticed the crisscross scars on his back from when (he surmised)

Matt had been beaten as a boy. Kerry wondered later if he had been a victim of a returned

soldier father suffering what would be known to later generations as post-traumatic stress

disorder. If Matt’s father Ted served in the Australian forces in World War I it was apparently not

under his own name — a common occurrence at the time. A couple of his children had been

born during the war, which suggested that if he had served overseas he was wounded or

discharged early.Kerry himself was never beaten, but Matt’s own wartime experience, and its

aftermath, would later have a profound effect on the boy he had adopted as his son. It seemed

to Kerry, even at primary-school age, that he’d drawn a blank ticket in the raffle of adoption. As

he tells it, neither of his parents showed him nor each other much affection. ‘They didn’t love

each other and they didn’t love me,’ he says. By his judgment, before they married the young

Irene was a chirpy city girl (‘not very bright but a pretty good sort’) and Matt was a flinty country

boy — short and thickset, solid in build and stolid by nature. Stokes thinks they met at a

country dance somewhere near Bendigo, where both families had connections. Matt would

have been impressed by Irene’s vivacious ways, at least temporarily. In truth, they were an odd

couple, opposites that did not attract, though they stuck to their vows to be parted by death

alone. They slept together until after Kerry left home because their cramped lodgings never ran

to spare rooms but their relationship was ambivalent at best. Matt liked working in the bush,

which suited him. Irene liked being in the city, especially to be near churches and priests, a

preference that became a fixation.Irene, in his opinion slavishly tied to the Church at the

expense of her makeshift little family, told people they’d adopted the illegitimate boy as ‘a

Christian act’. To think that was one thing but saying it in front of the child seemed an act of

careless cruelty that he never forgot.Matt apparently endured his wife’s attempts to win praise

from the priests she hero-worshipped. If he resented her taking too much of the little he earned

from temporary manual jobs and handing it to the Church, he didn’t say much. But Kerry would

never quite forgive Irene — or the priests — for the fact that she gave away money they

couldn’t afford to support ‘the missionaries’.Stokes’s words are warmer as he recalls Matt, who

only ever smacked him twice. Most photographs show Matt as a grave, subdued man. He might

have been too dour to reveal outward signs of imagination, but a homespun intelligence lurked

in him that seemed absent from Irene. ‘He knew Australian bush poetry and was good with

words and clever with crosswords.’ He was never cruel to Kerry in word or deed but seemed to

take little interest in his son beyond providing the bare necessities. It was as if it took all his

concentration just to maintain their existence, and there was nothing left over.IRENE STOKES

later told the boy later she had picked him from among the other babies at the Broadmeadows

baby home because he had grasped her finger and she’d taken it as a sign from God that he

was the chosen one. She put a lot of store in God, and priests in particular, at that stage of her

life. Her faith didn’t fade until she ‘got brighter’ in old age, according to Stokes’s sardonic

assessment.The saintly Mary MacKillop and her fellow Josephite nuns had opened St

Joseph’s Baby Asylum at Kerrsland, once owned by a prosperous nineteenth-century farmer,

in 1901 after reputedly being allowed to borrow £2100 from the Catholic Church. The

substantial double-storey house was surrounded by a steadily growing number of outbuildings

and 27 acres of farmland, from which the nuns were expected to make enough to pay off the

loan. Next to the farm was an army camp set up at the outbreak of World War I.Back when

most of Broadmeadows (now a northwest Melbourne suburb) was paddocks where people

came to hunt rabbits, the army camp and baby home were its main man-made features. The

camp would eventually lose its place to one at Puckapunyal, in grazing country near Seymour.

But the baby home stayed until 1975, when the site became home to a Catholic secondary



school.The story of how Stokes started life in the baby home was repeated until it acquired the

patina of truth. In fact, it was not the Josephite nuns but the army camp next door that played a

part in his history.IN 1918, WITH troops assembling in Melbourne for training before being

shipped to war in Europe, business was brisk at both the Broadmeadows army camp and the

baby home.Wartime led to more women with unwanted pregnancies, from prostitutes to

unmarried women to wives of absent soldiers and war widows unwilling to explain how they

came to be ‘in the family way’, leaving aside the cost of supporting a child without help.

Soldiers had pay in their pockets and not much time on leave. And then there was the appeal

of men in uniform. Grubby factory hands, railway gangers and ploughmen looked better

barbered and shaved in shiny leather and crisp khaki. And the fewer eligible men there were

left, the more competition there was for the ‘warriors’, especially at a time when men of military

age were shunned — handed the white feather — if they did not enlist.The appeal of the

uniform worked for George Alford, a mature army recruit born at Bannockburn near Geelong.

His poor British migrant parents died young and destitute, along with his twin brother, leaving

him and his surviving sister to be raised in a Geelong orphanage. George grew up on

orphanage food — but only just. By the time he enlisted at Camperdown in early 1918 he had

already been knocked back once by the armed forces for being too small. In one document he

is described as strong and active but only a little more than ‘five foot’ tall and 8 stone 4 in

weight. This was jockey size, which figured, as he gave his occupation as ‘horse

trainer’.Alford’s army service didn’t extend beyond training camp, where he spent 65 days

before being honourably discharged. But the little horseman was in the army long enough to

get seven days confined to camp for being Absent Without Leave — and to get married.On 13

April 1918, Alford married Jean Victoria Bright McGuire, also known as Jane McGuire, at the

Broadmeadows camp. The newlyweds were unsure or uncaring about names, dates and ages,

a trait apparently inherited from illiterate or semi-literate parents and one they would pass to

their first-born, Marie Jean, ultimately the only survivor of George and Jean’s five

children.Marie was born thirteen months after the army camp wedding, on 13 May 1919, in St

Kilda. Her life from that point until she gave birth to a baby boy on 13 September 1940 is a

blank unlikely ever to be filled. But there is no doubt it was full of heartbreak and turmoil. All

four of her younger brothers and sisters died as infants, victims of dysentery epidemics and

pneumonia that wiped out whole families in the days before antibiotics, good sanitation and

hygiene.Marie’s mother would later describe herself as a ‘widow’, but this was not strictly true,

as the hardy George Alford in fact outlived her by eleven years to die at the relatively old age of

80 in 1968. Not only that, but George had married again, to an Emma Baker at Warrnambool in

1929, possibly without bothering with the small formality of divorcing Jean first. He declared

himself a bachelor on the marriage certificate and lied about his year of birth (as he had to

army recruiters a decade earlier). George’s older sister and fellow orphanage survivor Jean

had married a Les Haberfield near Warrnambool, which could explain why George went there

to start a new life with a new wife. Three country cousins Marie probably never knew were born

to her aunt Jean, whose wedding photographs show she had the signature black hair Marie

and her father shared.Marie, ten when her father remarried, apparently stayed with her mother

in Melbourne. There is no known record of where she went to school, although her name (or

some variation of it) must appear somewhere in a school roll between the mid-1920s and the

early 1930s. But which schools? It seems likely to have been in Melbourne’s old inner suburbs,

probably in or around Carlton. Marie became a lifelong Carlton football supporter, and she lived

and worked in that suburb before and after her baby was born.Marie was ten when Wall Street

crashed in 1929. By the time war was declared against Germany she was twenty and would



have been out of school for years, scraping up what work she could and living in a series of

rented premises until after the war.By the time she gave birth at the Royal Women’s Hospital in

early spring 1940, she was a barmaid and living in a room or rooms in a double-storey terrace

house at 17 Grattan Street, Carlton, a few blocks east of the hospital. Also in Grattan Street,

close to the women’s hospital, were two terrace houses the Sisters of St Joseph used as a

receiving home for expectant mothers. In this, Mary MacKillop’s followers had shown the

foresight of saints: a new war and another rush of troops would lead to another rush of

pregnancies.Because she lived so close, Marie had more options than country and outer-

suburban girls who came to the city to hide their condition behind some vague excuse of

training, work or holiday. She could have presented herself at the hospital when the time came,

and gone home afterwards. But it is conceivable she was persuaded to stay at the

Broadmeadows baby home in the late stages of pregnancy, when it would have been hard to

keep working behind the bar.The one certainty is that Marie Alford gave birth at the Royal

Women’s Hospital on 13 September 1940. As the birth certificate would later note, a Dr

Favaloro and Sister Cramari were ‘witnesses’, meaning they delivered the baby.Most newborn

Catholic babies put up for adoption were sent to the nuns at Broadmeadows until they were

handed over to the couples receiving them. But Marie Alford’s baby boy was not one of them.

Four days after his birth, the baby was registered with Births, Deaths and Marriages under the

names Marie gave him, names he would not learn until long after she died thirty years later.

Four days after that, on 21 September 1940, Marie signed a standard Consent to Adoption

order of the sort given to all unmarried mothers. There was huge pressure on frightened young

women to sign, which would lead to thousands of sad endings in the years ahead. Marie’s

consent form still exists in state records, and was obviously filled in by a professional, the

equivalent of a social worker, in this case one Linda Victoria Dickson. Her fluent handwriting

contrasts with the slightly uncertain backhand of Marie’s signature. Left blank that day was the

space allowed for the names of adoptive parents, to be filled in when or if a couple wanted the

child. First the authorities had to get the mother to relinquish her baby.By September 1940,

Irene and Matt Stokes had been married a few months short of two years but had formed a

belief — later supported by a Collins Street specialist — that Irene could not bear children. On

20 September a policewoman named Culzean Victoria Hansen interviewed them. They told her

they wanted to adopt. It might have been true that baby Kerry had held Irene’s finger when he

first saw her, but that wasn’t the reason she chose him: the records indicate that by the time

she and Matt went to the Royal Park Children’s Welfare Home in Parkville, they had already

agreed two days earlier to take the nine-day-old infant.Two months later, on 26 November

1940, the Stokeses’ names were entered in a de facto adoption register and they took what

Irene called their ‘gift from God’ home to Widford Street, Glenroy, having renamed him Kerry

Matthew. The adoption would not be formalised until eighteen months later because Matt was

not yet twenty-five, the minimum age at which a couple could legally adopt. They signed the

court documents on 25 May 1942, the day after Matt’s twenty-fifth birthday. While Matt was

gaining age, Irene was losing it. In the affidavit they signed that day, her age is recorded as

twenty-nine. She was in fact thirty-one. As with the tale about the Broadmeadows baby home,

Irene told stories to suit herself.What the documents don’t show is what happened in the two

months the baby was in the Parkville building behind the Melbourne Zoo known for decades as

the state ‘receiving depot’. It had long been the clearing house for unwanted children who were

later boarded out, sent out ‘to service’ or committed to reformatories — not so different from

the poorhouses of Dickensian England.Did Marie Alford the relinquishing mother contrive to

visit her baby in the eight weeks he was there, a good walk or a short tram ride from her



Carlton address? Such contact was discouraged, if not forbidden, but Marie would later show

resourcefulness in getting what she wanted.If Marie did visit the baby boy she’d signed away

on 21 September 1940, did she have a pet name that she later used when she spoke of her

lost boy? It was one of the questions that would come up fifty years later, when Marie’s boy

came looking for her at last. But by then it was far too late to unravel the past.THE ODDS ARE

no one but Marie knew who the baby’s father was, and it was a secret that would die with her.

Counting back the days, it’s clear she conceived some time in the month before New Year’s

Eve, probably a week or so before the first Christmas of the war.When Prime Minister Menzies

had called for recruits to form the Second AIF two weeks after war was declared, men had

started to enlist in what would become the Sixth Division. By December, thousands were in

training, many at Puckapunyal, a couple of hours north of Melbourne.The Sixth Division sailed

for the Middle East in January. Any troops from Puckapunyal granted leave before that would

have been out looking for a good time in Melbourne and one of them might have met and

impressed the handsome Marie Alford. That possibility struck Kerry Stokes later, partly

because of the neat coincidence of timing and partly the irresistible romance of it. Every

fatherless child born in wartime could be excused for imagining the missing parent as a hero

soldier, sailor or airman, and in the 1940s many were encouraged to do so — a harmless white

lie to reassure a child short-changed by the circumstances of their birth.In fact, there was a

dashing scallywag soldier in Marie’s life during the war. He had not yet enlisted in 1939 and did

not sail to the Middle East but he could easily have met her in Melbourne that year — and he

would become her great love in an on-again, off-again relationship that went on all their lives.

Even though Marie briefly married twice, her wartime lover kept coming back to her, as if there

were some bond between them they could never completely break.This man, described in

official documents as Marie’s common-law husband in the decade after the war, was a butcher

and driver by trade and a musician by talent and inclination. A six-footer, he was physically

strong enough to be put in a commando unit for a tour of duty against the Japanese in New

Guinea, and mentally independent enough to rebel against army discipline. He would be

charged as Absent Without Leave because, he told a court martial, he wanted to be with his

common-law wife Marie while she was suffering health problems. Something about Marie kept

drawing them together.It was as if they had some shared experience that transcended other

relationships. Such as conceiving a baby while he was still legally married to another

woman.Kerry Stokes did not know of the commando’s existence until he, too, was gone.THE

TWENTY MONTHS between the birth of Marie’s baby and Matt and Irene Stokes’s completion

of the adoption papers in May 1942 were among the most momentous in modern history.In the

spring of 1940, the prospect of war in Europe was troubling but still distant and abstract for

Australians. Hitler’s aggression in Europe was not yet a direct threat to Australia, so Menzies’s

pledge to support Great Britain was a promise to help tackle a bully in a faraway arena. But

when the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor in 1941 the danger was suddenly close to home.

Rather than a war on behalf of others, it loomed as a fight to the death to defend Australia.The

war soon intruded on civilian life too. American troops started arriving in Australia. The ‘Yanks’

would be a constant presence for the next four years as they swung in and out of action in the

Pacific. In Melbourne and other cities, a ‘brown-out’ was imposed to cut down on light that

could guide or attract enemy aircraft. It created an eerie atmosphere with a whiff of danger.In

May 1942, Melbourne was gripped by the hunt for the ‘brown-out killer’ who had murdered

three women in two weeks. On 18 May, the date the third victim’s body was found, a Justice of

the Peace witnessed an affidavit to verify the Consent to Adoption that Marie Alford had

signed, and at the County Court the next day, Judge J.G. Richardson signed the court order



permanently handing the ‘said infant’ to Matthew and Irene Stokes.Matt was referred to on the

document as a munitions worker. Irene’s occupation was given as ‘Married Woman’. By this

time their address was 36 Mackay Street, Essendon, and Kerry was christened at St Therese’s

Catholic Church nearby. The family had moved to Rosslyn Street, West Melbourne, by the time

Matt joined the air force as a ground crewman the following year. When he made a will after

enlistment, as all recruits had to, he divided his meagre estate equally between his 32-year-old

wife and his three-year-old adopted son. This would bemuse Stokes many years later. Was it

the quiet man’s response to his wife’s weakness for throwing money at the Church?By this time

the three-year-old Kerry had lived in three different homes, and there would be many more

moves in the years ahead, each so fleeting that few would leave an impression. One he would

remember was a boarding house near Lygon Street, Carlton. All Stokes would remember of it

was that they lived in one room, shared a backyard ‘dunny’ with other tenants and that the

landlady was a kindly Polish woman who gave him cake.Before the boarding house, they had

been in a temporary camp at the Watsonia army base, and Stokes thinks he started school

there. Its canvas and hessian-walled army huts were the first ‘home’ he can remember,

although he has an earlier memory of sitting in a backyard ‘eating dirt’ — most likely at the

Essendon house during the war. He thinks they went to the Watsonia camp after Matt returned

from the air force in early 1945.Watsonia, taken over for emergency civilian use, was a

microcosm of social changes that would transform the Western world over the following

decades. Australia, after four years of being used as an R & R base for American troops, had

started to drift away from its roots as an outpost of the British Empire.Many women had worked

alongside men as equals or otherwise fended for themselves while husbands, brothers and

fathers served overseas. Other women had themselves been in uniform. Children from families

split by war had run free, and often wild, while their fathers were away; they barely knew the

strange men who returned to households that had got along without them for so long.Returned

servicemen, even if not physically injured or psychically disturbed by their experiences, could

not help but be affected by war. Some became hard-drinking and fatalistic, some became

reckless in pursuit of the ‘fun’ they’d fantasised about in the services. Others grew depressed

and violent or politically polarised and cynical. Many were just quiet and fatalistic and seemed

middle-aged in their thirties. Working men like Matt had seen the Depression, then war, and

now they were living in conditions that weren’t much better. They didn’t have much to be

cheerful about.While industries adjusted to peacetime markets there were massive shortages

of everything from motor vehicles to building materials, and the wartime employment boom

slowed. The war had wasted almost every resource and now it was time to pay the price. As

happened after the previous world war, suicide and domestic violence and family breakdown

spread, most of it behind closed doors, hidden by pride, fear and official indifference.At the

Watsonia camp, entire families lived in one-room huts. Children played on the disabled artillery

guns scattered around the camp while their parents looked for ways to escape the crowding,

boredom and isolation of camp life. Some were better at this than others.Stokes would

remember the ‘jungle sores’ on Matt’s legs from serving in the tropics, and the fact that he

never wore shorts. He would remember that Matt was issued a set of new carpentry tools,

presumably to help build and repair the military huts or to use to get casual work.Stokes recalls

little of Watsonia and could not be sure if it was weeks, months or a year that they stayed there.

One scene he would not forget was the rare sight of Matt in anger. Irene had given away his

army issue of tailor-made cigarettes either to Yanks or priests or both. For once, Matt exploded.

Smoking was his one indulgence.While at Watsonia Kerry got perhaps the best present of his

early life, and one he never forgot: a No. 1 Meccano set. Bolting the pieces together gave him a



warm feeling that would last far longer than the set did. It appealed to the mechanical side of

his brain. He was too young to know anything about the family’s precarious finances, but it’s a

fair bet the set was a rare extravagance paid for with Matt’s deferred wartime pay.The money

would soon run out. There was no more munitions work, and Matt was back on the unskilled

labour market.‘Give Matt horses and leather and he was happy,’ Stokes would recall of a man

whose skills were already losing relevance by 1946. Before the war, when the Depression had

slowed automotive sales and development, most farms and a lot of trades and businesses still

used horse teams and delivery horses. After a conflict that had seen the use of bulldozers,

truck convoys and prototype jet fighters, the new world had little need for men stuck in the old

ways.Teams of Clydesdale draught horses, docile giants bred for generations in the cropping

districts, became worthless almost overnight, and were sold for pet meat and glue. Horsemen

much like Matt Stokes oiled their harnesses and hung them up in sheds and empty stables, as

if the natural order would return and the great animals would come back one day. But, of

course, they were gone forever, apart from a few pets kept by diehard fanciers. Tractors and

trucks and that enduring and endearing Australian invention, Lew Bandt’s Ford utility, took

over.Matt Stokes was young in years but his life had been hard, opportunities few and luck

mostly bad. As the world he knew changed around him, Matt seemed to lack the confidence or

the ability to change with it. At thirty, he was a man already a little out of his time, fit only for

casual labour.The sort of work Matt was best at, with animals and hand tools, was in the

country. There, he knew, they would at least be well fed, because anyone who worked on farms

got meat, milk and eggs. The problem was that Irene wanted to go to church every day and

hated living in the country. And although they were estranged from the Stokes relatives, Irene

still occasionally saw her mother Flo and the Lew-Kees in Carlton. Matt and Irene were forced

to compromise, with the result of satisfying neither.How many times they changed address is

hard to say. Stokes suggests he may have changed schools ‘ten times’, but remembers only a

couple of schools by name. All that can be said with certainty is that the family moved around a

lot — and at least twice to the country — but kept returning like homing pigeons to Carlton. The

result was that he was enrolled three times at St George’s Catholic School.He recalls going

hungry when Matt was on strike while working, he thinks, for BHP steelworks. He talks of

‘strange food’ such as thistle soup while the walkout dragged on and money ran short, before

the strike crumbled and the workers went back for no more pay.He recalls that Matt was away

for one of his birthdays, perhaps his seventh. Matt didn’t forget the day but he was so broke all

he could send home as a present was a piece of wood with sardine-can labels stuck to it. Seen

through the telescope of nearly seventy years that gesture is touching in its pathos but at the

time Stokes was too young to understand that it was the thought that counted. The home-made

thing didn’t give him the glow that the Meccano set had: an early lesson in the difference

between having money and not.It would take a few more years for the boy to realise how poor

they were — and years more to realise why. It boiled down to the fact that Irene and Matt

cancelled out in each other whatever spark of hope or ambition might otherwise have flickered.

They were not content with their lot but they resigned themselves to it, and that surrender

condemned them to endure it for life.Kerry would later have mixed feelings about Matt as a

family provider. He shakes his head about his stepfather’s lack of drive, but he no longer

resents it or is as ashamed of the way they lived. He admits it could have been worse, that Matt

was no great achiever but not a bad example in other ways. A more volatile man, reacting

against the frustrations of his life, might have touched off dangerous adolescent impulses in

Kerry. But Matt was calm and sensible and did not lash out against his life — or his son or his

wife — the way many men did.In some ways, ‘Matt was a pretty good role model,’ Stokes



concedes.If Matt didn’t play a huge role in shaping the boy he’d brought up as his own, he

didn’t snuff out the ambitions that smouldered in him. And that was enough.Young Kerry knew

he was smarter than the adults in his life and it was a constant reminder he didn’t really belong.

This knowledge did not make him feel more secure but it made him try harder to plan an

escape.By birth and by circumstance, he was a loner, thrown on his own resources. If he

wanted anything more, he would have to create it himself.IF THE NUMBER of homes the

family lived in over the years is a mystery, the fact that the young Stokes became a North

Melbourne football supporter is a clue to one of them. After the Watsonia army camp, then the

Carlton boarding house, he started at St Michael’s School in North Melbourne when they

moved to Camp Pell, in Royal Park. His lifelong allegiance to the battling ‘Shinboners’ rather

than the prolific premiership winners, Carlton, is another reminder of the fact he has never

been afraid of being seen as an outsider.The camp did not leave as much of an impression on

Stokes as it did on a lot of other people who passed through it before it was finally demolished

before the 1956 Olympics. ‘Camp Hell’ was a blot on inner Melbourne for years as the

authorities kept open the ‘temporary’ accommodation to house the army of battlers who

replaced the army battalions that had been there during the war. Some were returned

servicemen and their families, like Matt. Others were just hard-luck cases, victims of

circumstance. And some were dregs, an underclass condemned from birth to repeat the family

cycle of hard drinking, violence and crime. The most pleasant sounds heard there at night were

the animals in the zoo further up the rise in Royal Park.The hardship of living in the camp

brought out different qualities in different people.A young George Williams met a girl called

Barbara Denman there and they became the parents of Carl Williams, the drug-dealer who

began Melbourne’s underworld war of the early 2000s. Frank Vincent, a wharfy’s son, lived in

the camp for a year with his parents while studying law at Melbourne University. Vincent also

became familiar with crime — as a renowned barrister specialising in murder cases, then as a

Supreme Court judge. Another Camp Pell ‘old boy’, Harry White, would become one of the

finest big-race jockeys in the world. In that most dangerous and nerve-wracking of professions,

he was known for going to sleep in the jockey’s room, no matter whether his next race was a

bush maiden or a Melbourne Cup. Like Stokes, he made his own way and didn’t scare

easily.Stokes can’t recall much about his time in the camp except that the huts were better than

at Watsonia. At least the dividing walls weren’t hessian or canvas — but they were thin, as one

family discovered when a tomahawk came straight through the wall. The man next door had

thrown it at his wife, as one witness would recall later. ‘Domestics’ and drinking, fist fights and

theft were as much part of the place as the mud in winter. One former resident recalls a racket

in which kids stole bikes for an enterprising Camp Pell neighbour to repaint and sell. Delivery

vans posted two men on each vehicle when they went into the camp — one to ‘ride shotgun’

while the other got out of the van to deliver the goods.It is uncertain whether Harry White,

George Williams or the bike thieves ever made their First Communion, but Kerry Stokes did, in

1948 at the Sacred Heart Church, Carlton. A photograph taken of him that day is one of the

few from his childhood. ‘I had a lovely certificate to prove I was a child of God,’ he recalls with

some irony. ‘Irene was happy. Matt said nothing.’By now he had become too old for the nuns at

St Michael’s, and had graduated to the school that adjoined the Sacred Heart — the school

where he would end up spending longest. This was St George’s Catholic school in Drummond

Street, Carlton, a small parish school that mainly served the poor. The boys’ school occupied

the old bluestone church built in 1855 during the Gold Rush, Melbourne’s first great boom. Now

the oldest surviving building in one of Melbourne’s oldest suburbs, it had been upstaged

around the turn of the century by the red-brick Sacred Heart church, built under the direction of



the same archbishop who had encouraged Mary MacKillop’s Josephite nuns to open the

‘foundling asylum’ at Broadmeadows.The boys’ asphalt playground was separated from the

girls’ more refined concrete quadrangle by a stone wall, as a former old boy would recall in his

memoirs. ‘The boys kicked a football or played handball against the back of the church and the

girls practised netball or played “keepings off”.’By the time Stokes first enrolled at St George’s,

the school was already starting to reflect the swelling numbers of Arthur Calwell’s ‘New

Australians’, mainly Italians, but also Central Europeans, who were generically called ‘Balts’.

Shiploads of migrants flocked to Carlton direct from Station Pier and many of the Catholics

among them ended up at St George’s. They soon outnumbered the second or third-generation

Australian–Irish ‘paddies’ and ‘micks’, themselves former outsiders being prodded towards

literacy and ‘respectability’ thanks to, or sometimes despite, the teaching of the Christian

Brothers.It was an interesting mixture. For every future lawyer, doctor or billionaire

businessman, there had been a more colourful character in the past. Local legend had it that

the 1920s gangster ‘Squizzy’ Taylor had been schooled at St George’s, although it’s more likely

he burgled it or tried to burn it down. Taylor was a rat with a Napoleon complex and an itchy

trigger finger who caught the public imagination when he was killed in a shoot-out in a house in

Barkly Street, Carlton, a few blocks from where the Stokeses lived years later in Dorrit

Lane.The Squizzy Taylor spirit lived on in the late 1940s. Stokes says one of the first fights he

got into was as a new boy, when someone tried to take a threepence he had. He remembers

three older boys laughed at him, but he succeeded in hanging on to the tiny coin.More certain

than the Squizzy Taylor connection is that Jack Purtell learned the three Rs at St George’s

before adding more of his own: race riding. Former Christian Brothers who taught at the school

recall Purtell’s name carved into a desk. That minor act of vandalism became a major point of

pride among the mostly Irish, racing-mad Brothers after Purtell won three Melbourne Cups

during the years Kerry Stokes attended. He would win seven Victorian jockeys’ premierships

and an English Derby in a glittering career that ran from 1936 until the 1960s.It would take a

long while before another St George’s graduate trumped the great Purtell. No one at the school

between 1948 and when Stokes left in 1954 could have guessed he would become its most

eminent old boy by the length of the straight (as Purtell might have said).In fact, barely any

fellow former students would remember the young Stokes at all, and the feeling was mutual. He

didn’t remember any of them either. He had other things on his mind.Already he was self-

contained and self-possessed, absorbed by his own ambition and a little apart from the mob. It

wasn’t an easy load to carry at school, where the majority sniff out the subtlest differences with

uncanny accuracy. In an era of big families Kerry was not just an only child, but adopted. And at

a time when not many in the parish were well off, he was poorer than most — what one of his

wives would label ‘this little cracker kid’.On top of all this, he was left-handed, at a time when

ancient superstitions still overrode logic, and left-handedness was seen as sinister and

unnatural. The nuns at St Michael’s and the Brothers at St George’s tried to force him to switch

writing hands, which was common then. Apart from their irrational bias there was a practical

reason: pens and inkwells were hopelessly awkward for left-handers; they couldn’t avoid

splotching the page with ink. ‘I spent a couple of terms writing right-handed, then I ended up

writing both hands . . . In the old ink days it was so hard to write left-handed with the ink behind

you — you’d do three words and then smudge it.’‘Rulers over the knuckles — not good

memories,’ he recalls. ‘Writing left-handed made them angry. Even at the stage when we used

pencils my writing was bad enough to cause them to be free with the ruler. Give the Brothers

credit: they tried everything to stop me using the Devil’s hand. The Devil won. I lost.’Stokes was

also considered to be what today we’d call ‘dyslexic’. It is unclear whether his was the textbook



version of the condition, or whether it was used as a blanket excuse for his early schooling

troubles. In fact, his literacy would improve hugely in his late teens and early twenties once he

decided he needed to read to understand the world. His handwriting would always be as erratic

as the average doctor’s or reporter’s. And his spelling would always be as bad as a maths

teacher’s — but his maths was better. Numbers and diagrams were always his friends. Words

came later.The boy’s poor spelling and aversion to writing might be interpreted as a Pavlovian

response to the punishment he associated with it. He says he was strapped on the hands most

days for poor handwriting and scrappy or unfinished homework. His generation of left-handers,

forced to change writing hands on threat of physical punishment, suffered reactions ranging

from bed-wetting to stuttering and nightmares. It’s no wonder being left-handed made him hate

school.Although the not-so-Christian Brothers eventually gave up trying to force Stokes to

switch, and he would remain a ‘mollydooker’ for life, he suspects the disruption killed any hope

of a better education. There was little doubt he was intelligent — and no doubt he was

competitive and ambitious. But those qualities had to find other ways to surface.School taught

him one thing. If he needed to know something, he would find it out for himself.BY THE TIME

Kerry started at St George’s, the mismatched family had moved from Camp Pell to a home of

their own. ‘We lived in a laneway around the corner from Dorrit Street in a two-storey, two-room

house,’ Stokes reminisces, straining for memories pushed aside for sixty years. ‘It had, apart

from the two rooms one above the other, a gas stove with a coin-operated meter . . . a concrete

sink and an old-fashioned wood-burning copper and an outside toilet. It was still a night-cart

pick-up but the sewerage came while we were there. No bath or shower. It was a visit to the

Melbourne Baths once a week for a full bath. In the meantime a body wash was the standard

for cleanliness.’The house was one of a row of cheap rentals now long gone, demolished to

build a car park for the Royal Women’s Hospital where he had been born. So much had

happened in the world in the decade since then, though none of it seemed to have benefited

Matt and Irene.Opposite the house was a wood yard that faced onto Dorrit Street proper. It

seemed to the boy that someone was always chopping wood there to supply the thousands of

wood-stoves and open fireplaces in the old inner suburbs. Sometimes, Matt split wood at the

yard for ‘a few bob’. Kerry never forgot that the firewood retailed by the ‘hundredweight’ —

which was not 100 pounds’ weight, but the old imperial measure of 112 pounds. He knew there

were 20 hundredweight to the ton, and that the fuel merchant bought cheaply by the ton from

the bush workers who cut wood, and retailed by the hundredweight in town at a decent

profit.The boy had a head for figures and the gift of seeing things as they really were. No one

had to tell him that hard toilers like Matt, men with axes and saws, blisters and splinters and

bad backs and broken-down trucks, were on the worst end of the supply chain. He also

understood ‘shrinkage’, the loss tolerated when stock vanishes between source and sale.

When nights were cold and money short, he’d find a couple of pieces of river red gum or

mallee root or Gippsland grey box that had fallen off a truck. It would end up inside on the

fire.Poor boy stokes home fires in Dorrit Lane. Dickens would have loved it.THERE WERE

LONELIER places in Victoria than the windswept hills and ridges running up behind the

weatherboard house on the property that locals called The Gap. But in 1950 you would have to

go a long way to find anything that felt as remote — to the mountain farms of East Gippsland

between Ensay and Omeo, say, on the other side of the ranges. Or maybe the back paddocks

in wool-growing districts in central Tasmania or New Zealand’s South Island.Two generations

later, with good roads and modern cars, the property is barely two hours from Melbourne,

between Alexandra and Bonnie Doon. But at the hilly end of Spring Creek Road, winding up a

narrow valley between steep hills, it still feels lonely. Irene Stokes’s heart must have sunk when



she arrived with Matt and Kerry exactly in the middle of last century.The Gap, renamed ‘Kori-

gong’ by a new owner in a fit of new-broom enthusiasm, was 3000 acres, mostly still bush,

mostly too steep to drive around on a normal rubber-tyred tractor. Until then, clearing had only

been done the ancient way, ringbarking trees and burning, season after season. The new

owner was bringing in three bulldozers that would work for three years, by which time most of

the ridges would be as bare as the bones of the dead sheep scattered around them.The safest

way to travel over the property was on a sure-footed stock horse that could follow the narrow

sheep tracks scored by cloven hooves into the hillsides like lines on a contour map. The only

way to muster was with working dogs. It is what farmers call ‘fine-wool country’, a literally

accurate label but also rural shorthand for bleak hills suitable for little but grazing hardy merino

wethers. And, in 1950, breeding millions of rabbits.Myxomatosis — released in Australia that

year — would soon begin to wipe out these pests, helping to make wool-growing a suddenly

more attractive proposition than it had been for a generation. The Korean War forced up prices

to unheard-of levels in the early 1950s, when ‘a pound a pound’ became a short-lived

benchmark that had some ‘cockies’ buying new cars and sending children to boarding

schools.But in 1950 the couple who had sold the property was happy enough to be rid of it. Alf

Parsons, a World War I veteran who’d been gassed in the trenches in France, had taken up the

block as a soldier settler. He and his wife Dorothy were childless. His brother William and

nephews Murray and Alan had properties further down the creek, closer to civilisation —

Alexandra to the south and Yea to the west. Mansfield was nearly an hour’s drive along the

highway through Bonnie Doon and the valleys being dammed to make Lake Eildon.Matt had

taken a job working on the property for the new owner, Harold Weeding, a Melbourne factory

owner and one of the first ‘Collins Street cockies’ to buy cheap grazing land to develop as a

direct tax deduction. ‘Clearing’ land was legal tax avoidance on a generous scale, offering

profitable capital improvement and even a chance to make some money from wool: the sort of

deal that would have appealed much later to the nine-year-old boy with the bad teeth who

arrived with the taciturn new hand and his disgruntled wife.Weeding had brought in the

battalion of bulldozers to clear the place. Matt’s job was to keep the sheep alive and do the

opposite for the rabbits.The district had its own railway station, Koriella, on the Alexandra spur

line that branched off the Mansfield line at Cathkin. The Stokes family came on the train from

Melbourne, a plodding uphill journey into the hinterland. At Koriella, it was a case of turning

into Spring Creek Road to go back ‘six or eight miles’ and about fifty years.There was no

electricity in the district then — and wouldn’t be until the 1960s — and the worker’s house they

were heading for was still lit with kerosene lamps and candles, much the same as it would have

been when Queen Victoria reigned. Without a car, living at The Gap was much the same as in

the previous century. Irene could only hope there was a piano there — she could play by ear

and sing well, although Matt and Kerry were tone-deaf.The house was high up the valley, near

the head of the freezing cold creek that gave the road its name. The water ran from

underground near the house and was so cold that Dorothy Parsons had used it to chill drinks

and set jellies. The road was more a track up there, weaving its way into the lonely hills

towards Bonnie Doon. Locals called these hills the Puzzle Range, because fog and low cloud

so often hid them that it was notoriously easy to get lost. The range was so bleak in winter that

steep slopes on the south side would stay in shadow from dawn till dusk and frosts would not

melt for days at a time. It was hard on man and shorn sheep but didn’t worry rabbits

much.Worrying rabbits was one of Matt’s jobs. And, by extension, Kerry’s. They didn’t have a

car and were well away from the nearest neighbours who had one, so it was tacitly agreed that

Kerry wouldn’t be going to school. Whether he was supposed to be doing correspondence



lessons, he can’t now recall. He was delighted because he hated school, and anyway Matt and

Irene didn’t seem to rate education highly.There was a touch of Davy Crockett or Huck Finn in

the boy’s life at The Gap. There was even a log cabin built behind the house, used by the

various casual workers employed on the property — clearing, rabbiting, fencing and handling

sheep.‘Sheep and rabbits and rabbits and rabbits,’ Stokes would recall. ‘So many that

sometimes the whole side of a hill would move.’ They had a rabbit pack, assorted crossbred

dogs kennelled in hollow logs scattered behind the house– a scene straight from On Our

Selection. They had ferrets and nets and mattocks to dig out burrows, and Kerry learned to set

rabbit traps. Although he would have loved to go shooting, a sport he took on later, bullets were

judged too expensive to waste on bunnies. No matter how many they killed, there were always

more. Foxes and feral cats were common, all living on the rabbits but not making any dent in

the heaving mass.Wedge-tailed eagles circled the hills, riding rising air currents in patient

pairs, keen-eyed enough to see the tiniest movement from the height at which a parachutist

might pull the ripcord. Watch them a while and you would see one ‘stoop’ for the kill, a bolt from

the blue ending in a blur of fur or feathers. There were millions of rabbits but only a few eagles.

They were at the top of the food chain.There was a quiet old half-draught horse Kerry

scrambled onto and rode bareback, occasionally propelling him to lumber into a trot. ‘Many

falls, no damage,’ he would later say.At shearing time that season, the shearers and shed

hands came down to the house to take their chances with Irene’s cooking. ‘Irene was a lousy

cook,’ Stokes says. ‘She was only good at Irish dumplings, mostly in rabbit stew.’He recalls an

incident that suggests that Matt, offhandedly kind enough to him, could be prickly with others.

A young shearer breached Depression etiquette by spreading his bread and jam with cream as

well as butter. Where Matt came from, it was either cream or butter (if you were lucky) but not

both. He lost his temper and wanted to fight the shearer. The fact that they were milking two

cows on the farm and separating the cream and had plenty to go around didn’t interest Matt.

He was defending a principle ground in from childhood, and some of it would rub off on the

watching boy. Use what you have to but never waste anything.For all Stokes knows now, it

might have been the fight with the shearer that led to their departure. But it was more likely a

combination of two other things.The Parsons boys further down the creek, about Kerry’s age,

gained the impression that Matt had fallen out with the new owner of their uncle’s property in a

dispute over his management of it. Matt was a Mallee man, brought up ploughing sandy

paddocks on the hot northwestern plains a long way from fine-wool sheep in hilly high

country.Just as likely was that Irene delivered an ultimatum — or was about to. To get to church

in Alexandra she had to walk down the track a mile or so to the McVeigh family’s house. They

were ‘good Catholics’ and they had an old Vauxhall car. Mrs McVeigh would give Irene a ride to

church, but that was only on Sundays. It wasn’t enough for the church-mad Irene.So they went

back to Carlton and Kerry went back to school at St George’s. He could not recall, later, how

long they’d been at the farm in the hills or where it was, but two things stuck in his head that

would help identify it later.One was that they heard tremendous explosions across the hills to

the east; Matt told him it was the contractors using explosives to blow rocks to extend the

Eildon dam. The other was that he had his first visit to a dentist in Mansfield. His remaining

baby teeth were so bad the dentist decided to pull them all out.‘Matt held me down in the chair

while the dentist placed an iron mask filled with cotton wool over my face and dripped

chloroform on it. I was scared, screaming, sleeping then awake, sick and vomiting. There was

blood. I was sick and sore.’It became his sharpest memory of his first decade. One he would

never forget. A stranger might wonder if he has spent the rest of his life making sure things like

that never happened again.BLEAK HOUSESAt the crossroads: Without the schooling even to



get an apprenticeship, the teenage Stokes had the makings of just another larrikin. But he was

already making other plans.DECADE TWOThe 1950s‘You learned never to tell anyone how

much you earned. There was always someone to take it from you.’STOKES DOESN’T KNOW

exactly when the family went to Gippsland, or even which district it was. All he would remember

later was that the farm was somewhere near Traralgon and that it had black soil, plenty of

water and grass, and it carried cattle.Traralgon is at the eastern end of Victoria’s Latrobe

Valley, and the lush grazing country there was very different from the hungry hills between

Alexandra and Bonnie Doon. There was one similarity: myxomatosis hadn’t yet caught up with

the rabbit plague. There were hordes of them, and in them the boy saw the first commercial

opportunity of his life.There was a bundle of rusty rabbit traps in the shed, as there was on

every farm then. A strong man who was used to it could set traps with his hands, forcing down

the top leaf of the trap’s spring steel ‘handle’ and latching down the plate that held the toothed

jaws open. A woman or a child could set a trap by standing on the spring leaf to spread the

jaws wide enough to latch the plate.The skill was in picking where to put the trap and in the

delicate job of burying it with a ‘rabbit setter’, the miniature hybrid mattock and hammer every

trapper carried. The trick was to place a piece of paper — a square cut up in advance — over

the plate and jaws, then sprinkle dirt and a camouflaging layer of leaves or dry grass on

top.Each trap had a light chain attached to a spike like a heavy tent peg. The hammer end of

the setter was for driving the peg into the dirt to anchor the trap so rabbits couldn’t drag them

down burrows or into the blackberries. The setter blade had a notch high on one side to hook

into the chain so the peg could be yanked out and the trap could be moved to a fresh spot.The

boy loved it. ‘I actually found real achievement in going out every evening setting what ended

up being about fifty traps,’ Stokes says. ‘Finding rabbit paths and camouflaging the traps was a

game. Every morning I’d check my traps . . . If a rabbit was caught I’d break its neck, gut it,

cross the legs through each other and carry them home on a long stick over the shoulder.‘Back

home I’d skin the rabbit, stretch the skin over a piece of fencing wire bent over [in a U shape]

like a coil and leave them to dry. The fresh rabbits I’d walk to the butcher, who’d pay a shilling a

pair, provided there was no bruising.’On a good day, he reckons, he’d trap more than ten

‘bunnies’. On a bad one, maybe five. He sold the skins every month to a dealer who, he

guesses, paid ‘a shilling for good, unmarked skins and sixpence for others’.Trapping rabbits

was something tens of thousands of Australians did at that time. For some, it was a useful and

profitable pastime that got rid of vermin. For others, it was a demeaning and dreary routine that

recalled the Depression years, when hungry families survived on ‘underground mutton’. Once

they could afford beef and other farmed meat, many would never eat rabbit again. But for a kid

with a practical entrepreneurial streak, handy with his hands and good with figures, rabbiting hit

the spot. It was the blend of two impulses that were powerful in the boy: hunting and making

money.An older boy might have tired of trapping and wanted to do something more exciting. A

country boy brought up with trapping might have found it another mundane chore. But after

daily punishment by the Brothers at St George’s, Stokes was impressed by the fact he was

finally good at something. He was barely ten, an age when a pleasurable and powerful

experience sharpened his appetite for more. It filled the gap left by school and, for a city boy, it

was not a chore but a novelty.After a couple of months on the farm, Matt asked how much he’d

made. When Kerry told him how many quid he had stashed away, Matt laughed and said he

should have got Kerry more traps and let him earn the money, as he himself was making only

£1 a day in wages, once their keep was deducted. On days when he got a big tally of rabbits, a

dozen or more, Kerry was matching Matt’s wage.Inevitably, farm life once again palled for Irene.

By the time they left, Kerry had a lot of rabbit money saved, a figure he sometimes quotes as



‘200 quid’.Matt asked him for it. The boy wasn’t worried about giving it away. ‘He asked me for

what I had and said he needed it more than me. He was right. For me, it wasn’t about the

money. I now knew I would always be able to make money, and there were other skills besides

fine writing.’Trapping taught him things he’d never have learned in a classroom. He learned

about life and death. He had to kill, gut and skin each rabbit to get his money and he got used

to it. One day he found their farmhouse cat in a trap. Its leg was broken so he had to kill it, too.

For pet, livestock or vermin, the rule in the bush was that an injured animal had to be

dispatched ‘quick and clean’ — with a broken neck, a lightning blow with knife or axe, or a

bullet to head or heart. He would take that lore back to town, with mixed results.While they

were at the farm they had the only visit Kerry could recall from any of Irene’s relations during

his childhood. Kerry would not remember it but his adoptive cousins did, and with good reason:

the family of four travelled from Bendigo on a motorbike and sidecar, a gruelling two-hundred-

mile trip that meant crossing Melbourne from west to east, Essendon to Oakleigh, before

threading through the Latrobe Valley.The visitors were Irene’s sister Mary, her husband Len

Clough and the two older boys of what would eventually become a big family. The eldest, Len

junior, rode all the way on the petrol tank while his little brother squeezed into the sidecar with

his mother.The woman in the sidecar, Mary Clough, at the time might have been the only one

of Irene’s siblings to speak to her. The family’s view, as Len junior and his cousin Noel Dudley

would vaguely recall in 2012, was that Irene was painfully religious — or perhaps just painful.

Len says his Aunt Alma, another Dudley sister, never saw Irene because her husband Harold

Massina ‘wouldn’t let her’. Whether this was a petty personality clash or hid something deeper

he can’t say.The motorbike trip and Irene’s rabbit stew were enough for the Cloughs. Len can’t

recall any more contact with the Stokeses and their adopted boy. He and his wife later formed a

rough idea — wrongly — that Matt and Irene had taken Kerry to live in Western Australia when

he was still a schoolboy. Len Clough was stationed at Fremantle after he joined the navy in the

mid-1960s but he didn’t realise that the Stokeses were by then living near Perth.Len’s cousin

Leslie Dudley would recall hitchhiking from Bendigo to Reservoir to see Matt and Irene when

he was ‘about seventeen’, probably in 1960. By then Kerry was gone, and Leslie can’t recall if

his aunt told him where her son was. It was during the ‘missing years’, when the Stokeses and

their ‘gift from God’ had lost track of each other.Len says he tried ‘to ring Irene a bit’ when she

was older but he never got to speak to Kerry again. A lifetime later, he seems a little surprised

that the adoptive cousin he met once in half a century has never sought out relatives he wasn’t

actually related to and most of whom he’s never met.There was a postscript to Stokes’s rabbit-

trapping spell in Gippsland. It taught him an uncomfortable lesson about the difference

between the unblinking pragmatism of people in the bush and the callous sentimentality of

some in the city.Back in Carlton, he had a schoolfriend who was a policeman’s son, ‘which

gave him huge standing in our group’. Sometimes the friend would invite him home for dinner. It

was an eye-opener for Kerry because they had dessert with every meal, and their table was

well set with a clean cloth.The friend’s mother seemed to like Kerry. She was kind to him and

he was keen to please her. On one visit she told him the family cat had just had a litter of

kittens and that she wanted to get rid of them. Kerry was keen to ingratiate himself and to

demonstrate his experience, so he volunteered. The policeman’s wife suggested the kittens be

drowned. Kerry said he thought that was cruel and that he knew a quicker way.‘She seemed

relieved. To me they were just like rabbits, so I picked them up one by one and started to break

their necks cleanly and quickly. I thought this was more humane than drowning slowly in a

bag.’He had got to about the third kitten when he heard a scream. It was his friend’s mother.

‘She started hitting me with a broom and calling me all sorts of names, and to my shock she



sent me packing.’ Later, the other boy told Kerry his mother thought he was barbaric and he

was no longer welcome. His father the policeman had drowned the rest of the kittens.It was

illogical and unfair but he learned something from it: adults can be wrong, even ones you

admire. It was a step towards having confidence in his own judgment.TILLEY’S PAWNSHOP,

WITH its three golden balls above the awning, was close by in Carlton, near the corner of

Lygon and Grattan Streets. This was handy for Irene.‘She’d pawn her wedding ring there every

second week to get ten bob to eat because Matt was paid fortnightly,’ Stokes would recall.

Living payday to payday when pay was the most basic of wages meant money was nearly

always short.The outside lavatory backing onto the night-cart lane and the ritual weekly bath at

the City Baths ‘whether you needed it or not’ were primitive period pieces, like the copper and

the concrete tub in the laundry. But poverty pinched harder in other ways, such as being short

of cash to feed the coin-in-slot gas and electricity meters in the house. Coin-fed meters were

probably a better system for the hand-to-mouth lives of the poor than today’s forms of credit

that lead to mounting bills.‘Gas was threepenny or sixpence,’ says Stokes, miming feeding the

hungry meter. ‘Don’t worry about credit — it just stopped!’It was a powerful reminder of the

direct link between money and life’s necessities and comforts, a connection that more affluent

children could not as readily make. To be denied pocket money for luxuries was one thing but

the prospect of going hungry or cold or without light was as remote for middle-class Australians

then as it is now. But it wasn’t remote in the old inner suburbs. ‘The only fat people I saw were

priests,’ Stokes says.Irene bought Kerry’s clothes from second-hand stalls at the Queen

Victoria Market. The first time he remembers getting new clothes was when he was one of a

group of poor children selected to visit the country as part of a charity scheme. The deal

included two sets of clothes delivered before the trip was to begin. For some reason the charity

holiday was called off but he’d already worn the clothes and so got to keep them. It was a win

he never forgot, because it was the only hand-out he can remember from his childhood. Matt

hated any form of charity, hadn’t taken the dole during the Depression and would not take the

old-age pension at the other end of his life. His work ethic rubbed off on his son.After the taste

of independence on farms, Kerry liked the idea of work. Earning money gave him a sense of

achievement and independence that school didn’t and it eased their life in small ways. He

would sneak coins into the gas and electricity meters at home when no one was looking. He

didn’t want Irene taking his money to give to the priests and he didn’t want to hurt Matt’s prickly

pride.He started delivering papers for the local newsagent in Lygon Street. In that still solidly

working-class pocket, the Sun News-Pictorial was king. He remembers splitting open bundles

of them before dawn to deliver to houses all over Carlton. ‘If you could get some money selling

papers then you could always go to the pictures.’He soon learned that newsprint had other

uses. He would wrap a spare copy around his chest under his shirt to keep warm as he rode

his bike. ‘Worked like a charm to keep out those arctic winds that blow across from Port Phillip

Bay in winter,’ he says.What didn’t work like a charm was his second-hand bike, cobbled

together without frills such as brakes. ‘We had a fixed wheel and to stop you either pushed

backwards [on the pedals] or, if you were in a hurry, you put your foot on the front wheel before

the fork. Get it wrong and you ended up going full speed over the handlebars.’Which is exactly

what happened one morning. ‘I knocked myself out, and got a broken wrist, cut eyebrow and

grazed legs.’Morning deliveries meant danger without danger money. After the bike crash he

decided it was better to concentrate on selling the Sun’s afternoon broadsheet stablemate, the

Herald, after school.Hawking Heralds (and the Sporting Globe on Saturdays) was a test of all

the qualities it takes to succeed in anything from the media to the Mafia. It demanded nerve

and salesmanship, courage and diplomacy. The best operators made the most money and the



others could get out of their way.The hottest sales spots were at tram junctions and outside

busy hotels but older and tougher vendors at the top of the paperboy pecking order had those

sewn up. To survive, Stokes had to duck and dodge between the established street-corner

kings; if they caught him they would take his money and scatter his papers. To thrive, he had to

beat them to customers.Every weeknight he’d rush from school to pick up his papers from his

boss in Carlton, then hit the tram stops in Swanston Street. ‘The older boys would have first

choice and chase us new kids off the spots where the best traffic was. We’d jump on the trams

and travel a stop, getting people as they got on and off, then take the tram in the opposite

direction and run to get away from the kids who worked that tram stop. I’d then work my way

back to the pubs in Lygon Street for the six o’clock closing, from the University Hotel on the

corner of Grattan and Lygon down to the Lemon Tree Hotel.’‘You soon learned when to run and

when to stand,’ Stokes recalls. ‘You stood very seldom and only when there was nowhere left to

run. Then you just fought and got beaten, went home and did it all again next day.’Losing his

little stash of cash a couple of times taught him when to run and when to hide the money to

retrieve later.Stokes didn’t know who John Brack was then. Much later, when he came to add

three Brack paintings to his art collection, he would realise that the artist’s iconic painting

Collins St, 5pm captured a scene from his life: the rush-hour crowds that paperboys worked

every weeknight. Another famous Brack painting, The Bar, caught the mood of the ‘six o’clock

swill’. The world-weary barmaid in the centre of the canvas could almost have been his own

birth mother, who worked in the inner-city pubs that inspired Brack — including the University

Hotel in Carlton, where Stokes often sold papers. It wasn’t until the 1990s that he learned he

had probably sold papers on one side of the bar while his mother pulled beers on the

other.Brack had painted the paperboy’s world, its drab colours recording the hiatus between

the end of the war and the coming of television, family cars and the outer suburban dream. It

was a time of transition between the Depression generation of the past and the decimal

currency generation of the future.Kerry Stokes was in the middle, learning business from the

bottom up. Unlike high-minded agitators for licensing-hours reform, he was a firm believer in six

o’clock closing, though not for any altruistic or temperance reasons. The ‘swill’ was good for

business.‘The drunks coming out of the pubs were always fair game,’ is the way he puts it. ‘If

they didn’t have change you’d just keep the shilling or, in rare cases, the two bob unless they

challenged you. In most cases, they’d just give up. Friday night was always the best. There

were more drunks at six o’clock.’For years the paper’s cover price was threepence, and there

was plenty of scope for ‘tips’ if people paid him in sixpences and shillings and he fumbled the

change long enough that they gave up and walked off.The insulation value of newsprint was a

selling point among men who bought Friday-night crayfish from the hawkers who toured the

pubs on pay nights. ‘Always look for the guy who’s bought a crayfish because he needed a

paper to wrap it — and he’d be drunk and might give you the change.’The result, on a good

Friday, could be ten bob (shillings) in tips and sales. Added to his take on the other nights, he

might make a pound for the week, almost a day’s wages for an unskilled adult.Working the

streets and public bars taught lessons business school doesn’t teach. Beyond the timeless

equation of supply and demand were the many but sometimes predictable variations in human

nature. The man who splashes out on a crayfish is at heart much like the one buying a sports

car, a penthouse or the biggest boat in the harbour. He’s a buyer with money burning a hole in

his pocket — he has already displayed a tendency for impulse buying that can be tapped

again.The paperboy hadn’t thought about it yet, but later he’d realise that for anyone without a

formal education probably the best way to get ahead was by selling.BY THE TIME the boy was

in Grade Six, he had given in to Irene’s wishes and become an altar boy at the Sacred Heart



Catholic Church next to St George’s.Serving on the altar involved learning the Latin Mass by

heart. A lifetime later, he can still mumble the ‘smells and bells’ ritual, and as he does, he

mimes swinging the incense burner. ‘It seemed like the thing to do,’ he recalls, ‘although I never

understood how I could remember the mass. I was dressed in white linen over a black cover,

belting out the Latin Mass flat as a tack and waving the incense up and down. Must have

looked very strange.’He had wondered if being an altar boy would make the Brothers go easy

with the strap, but in his case he reckons it didn’t make much difference. He says he would get

at least two strokes of the strap — one on each hand — most mornings for turning in poor

homework. This, he says drily, ‘did nothing to improve the fine motor skills’.‘In fact, at one stage

it was just go to the front of the class and put your hand out and get the punishment. Some

Brothers were much more enthusiastic than others.’ One in particular seemed to think souls

would not be saved without at least three strokes on each hand. ‘I can’t recall any of them that

didn’t strike you.’‘In my case it was always the writing or spelling,’ Stokes says. The strap taught

him to loathe these tasks. But anything to do with numbers and technical diagrams came

naturally to him. He built a crystal radio from scratch to listen to the Australian cricket team’s

Ashes tour of England in 1953. And he found mental arithmetic easy. But as his classmates

improved at reading and writing, his grew relatively worse.Then he discovered that, like big-

noters who bought crayfish in pubs, the Christian Brothers had their weaknesses. Everyone

has a price, and for them it was finding boys who could compete well in sport against other

schools.It was an insight into human nature Stokes would use over and over. Find out what

people want and give it to them.‘The Brothers wanted to show how good we Carlton boys were.

We just wanted to get out of school work,’ Stokes would recall of the beginning of his athletic

career.St George’s didn’t offer many sports. In the early 1950s the school had barely one

hundred boys between Grade Three and Grade Eight and its football teams were

undermanned and regularly beaten. So the Brothers set up a ramshackle boxing ring and

produced a few sets of gloves and encouraged the boys in the ‘science’ of ‘self-defence’. There

was the chance a small school like St George’s could fluke a runner or a boxer even if it could

never field a competitive football team.Matt had already taught Kerry the basics: tuck in your

chin, keep your hands up where you could see them and throw a straight punch with one while

the other was cocked to block. By convention that meant a straight left, but because Kerry was

a ‘southpaw’ he mostly led with his right. It was, for once, an advantage against the right-

handed majority. When the gloves were on, the ‘Devil’s hand’ was not a black mark against him;

in fact, it gave him the edge. Sinister was better than dexter in the ring.He was growing tall and

lean, with good height and reach for his weight. More importantly, he had motivation. Most of

his schoolmates were better in class than he was, except at mental arithmetic — a galling thing

for a naturally competitive youth twitching with frustrated ambitions.In the ring, handwriting and

spelling didn’t matter. Neither did being adopted or being poor. It was a chance to square up in

both senses of the words. ‘Some of the bouts got a bit willing. If you lost, sometimes you just

knew that the extra straps next morning were as much about not winning as about that night’s

homework.’Like selling papers on the street while dodging standover artists on the corners,

boxing was raw and exposed true things about human nature. Even at their amateurish level,

boys glimpsed what they hadn’t known about themselves and each other. Representing St

George’s meant shaping up against bigger boys from bigger schools. Some thirteen-year-olds

were almost men, while others were still children, and this led to some hopeless mismatches,

but every boy was more frightened of being thought a coward than he was of a hiding.Stokes

knew from his street fights that the best defence was offence — to ignore the pain and throw a

flurry of punches, hitting as hard and often as possible. This would often bluff other novices into



dropping their guard and create an opening. It wasn’t pretty: he reduced his ‘style’ to the basics

of protecting his jaw with his left and throwing the right as often as he could, although he was

ambidextrous enough to be a ‘switch hitter’ if he ran into another southpaw. Maybe having his

left hand tied behind his back by the Brothers had helped after all.Stokes was destined to

become one of the most culturally tolerant of men, considering when and where he came from.

That was partly due to the pragmatism of the proposition gambler, who weighs facts rather

than feelings. But at least part of it had its origin in the boxing ring at St George’s, which broke

down some of the unthinking bigotry he’d been steeped in.He learned that not everyone was

equal inside the tiny, terrifying universe of the roped-in square — but that trivial things like

ethnic origin, language and accent had nothing to do with it. Character, reflexes and lung

capacity did, attributes not connected with race or religion.‘I can remember we started to get

Eastern European kids who were frequently a year or two older than us,’ he recalls. ‘They were

from more impoverished backgrounds and had more harrowing experiences but it took us

some time to understand that, as they didn’t speak any English.’He dropped the idea that

putting refugee kids in the ring would ‘show that we could handle them’. It turned out ‘the wogs

were not the cowards we thought they were’. The cheap jokes and propaganda about the

Allies’ superiority in the war and supposed ‘wog’ cowardice didn’t translate in the ring. ‘Or the

fights in the street,’ he adds.The local-born Carlton boys thought it was their ‘duty’ to make sure

the streets remained ‘Australian’, but the campaign had mixed results. ‘We found out the hard

way that they were just like us, and that everyone can fight better when they have a point to

prove and absolutely nothing to lose.’Of all playing fields, none is more truly level than the ring.

Musing about this much later, Stokes says: ‘The Brothers had a special way of getting us all

closer to God.’BOXING HAS ITS critics, for good reason. Anyone who has sat ringside and

been showered with blood, sweat, phlegm and saliva can at least understand why some

oppose it. But its one great virtue for those who try it is that it makes other sports seem

easier.Win or lose, a runner’s lung-bursting sprint to the line against several others is admirable

but in all ways less terrifying than a losing round with the gloves hanging like lead, ears ringing

and nose bleeding, in a primitive fight to survive. Boxing is for brutes and romantics, and

although he could throw a punch and take one, young Stokes was neither.He got the chance to

drop boxing for athletics when he found he had a gift for speed. As he was starting to realise,

his talents seemed sharpest when they were needed most. Not much mattered to him unless

‘the money was on’, then whatever it was got his undivided concentration. Every sports fan and

punter knows of jockeys and footballers who are big-event specialists, capable of trumping fine

year-round practitioners whose nerve cracks when the world is watching and fortunes ride on a

result. Coaches have different jargon for this quality of being able to rise to the occasion —

focus, desire, commitment — but it’s a psychological edge they all want on their team when

stakes are high.Stokes did not discover his running ability on the athletics track, because he

had never been on one. His only taste of running had been when he started selling

newspapers and older paper boys would chase the up-and-comers. ‘I found I had a real turn of

speed and could outrun most of them.’When money was at stake, Stokes strained every nerve

but wasn’t nervous. Intelligence and talent mean nothing when pressure is on. He had the

hustler’s gift of coolness and knew when to keep quiet.‘You never told anyone what you got or

what you had, as there was always someone waiting to take it from you.’ This lesson would

stay with him long after he left the streets behind.STOKES WAS THIRTEEN when he started

his last year of school in 1954, old and intelligent enough to grasp that what happened in the

present would affect his future. He now understood the idea of delayed gratification — that a

present sacrifice could benefit him later.He had not forgotten having teeth pulled at Mansfield.



When the travelling school dentist’s caravan arrived in the St George’s schoolyard he felt sick

with dread. The shrill mosquito whine of the drill and the pale faces and bleeding gums of other

pupils as they returned from the van built tension and frayed nerves for those still waiting. But

when his turn came to climb into the chair, it didn’t turn out quite as terrifying as it had been the

first time. His teeth were bad but the dentist said there was a chance to save them.This was a

surprising reprieve from one of the most obvious effects of poverty and ignorance. Matt and

Irene, like most of their generation, had both had their teeth pulled out and replaced with false

teeth in their twenties, and they never encouraged the boy to look after his. As a little boy, he

didn’t even have a toothbrush. He says this calmly, but even after all this time the admission is

laced with bitterness. The family’s diet didn’t help. It was heavy on white bread and fatty, salty

or sweet processed food. Most school days Kerry took a ‘polony’ sandwich, as they called the

fatty cold sausage other people called German sausage or ‘stras’. Some days he would buy a

pie. And bread and cheap tinned jam — made with a ton of sugar to a ton of ‘fruit’, usually

more pumpkin than plum — was the regular after-school feed. His newspaper pocket money

didn’t help his teeth either: he treated himself to ice creams, lollies and Coca Cola, one of the

habits the Yanks left behind after the war.‘You would lose your teeth as you got older, and

because the cost of fixing them was prohibitive, the poorer you were the less concerned you

were with keeping them,’ he would recall.The result was that, at thirteen, he was so

embarrassed about his teeth — ‘they were green’ — that he avoided smiling and had started to

hold his hand over his mouth to hide them. Not smiling and avoiding people’s eye made him

look shifty and ill at ease.For a teenager, dentistry might be destiny. The school dentist’s visit to

St George’s was a turning point. The dentist made Kerry’s teeth a project, calling him back to

the van every day. The pain-killing injections were primitive and the drill hit plenty of nerves.

Sometimes the boy had tears running down his face. But it was worth it. ‘At the end I had

sparkling white teeth I would be ever grateful for — and from that day on I made sure they were

looked after.’It taught him the truth of the parable of the stitch in time, and a lasting lesson in

the value of self-improvement. ‘The change I felt was remarkable,’ he recalls. ‘Being proud to

smile again changed my entire outlook and personality.’His course had swung a fraction away

from the rocks, not towards them. It was another of the moments he calls ‘signposts’.It even

made him think twice about getting into fights, a timely step away from the street life that

beckoned a kid already better at fighting than writing.Stokes and his mates never had to look

for trouble. There was plenty to go around and enough of it found them.EVERY GENERATION

ROMANTICISES the past, and people talk of times when ‘no-one locked their doors’, but life in

Melbourne’s inner suburbs in the 1950s was more rough than romantic. Before television

arrived in 1956, especially, there would always be teenagers who wandered the streets looking

for ways to amuse themselves, mostly at the expense of others. The old sectarian hatreds that

would fade in later generations were still strong enough to be an excuse for violence, real or

implied.The ‘Micks’ and the state-school ‘Proddies’ routinely tried to intimidate each other. The

Brothers encouraged the St George’s boys to ‘stand up’ for themselves, which was a licence for

strife. They started street fights. They stole the hard little balls used to seal kegs at the old

Carlton Brewery and pelted them at each other, then upped the ante to slingshots. When they

got sick of fighting each other, they turned their attention to the common enemy: the

‘reffos’.The threat of violence was never far away — and not just on the streets. Stokes had

learned to handle the Brothers’ constant physical punishment, but not so some of the other

older boys.One scene would stick in Stokes’s memory. A boy whose name he recalls as Keith

was known for arguing with the Brothers. One day he clashed with the headstrong principal

Jack ‘Shocker’ O’Shannassy. When the boy refused to put out his hand for the strap,



O’Shannassy ‘went berserk and called for another Brother to help him. They decided to teach

Keith a real lesson, pulled down his pants, laid him over a desk and began strapping his bare

backside. He was screaming, the Brothers were yelling and the class watched in

horror’.Stokes’s memory of it is that the Brothers dragged the sobbing boy out of the class and

expelled him, as he did not return. But there was a rumour that the boy’s father turned up and

‘had a fight’ with the Brothers. True or not, it was the sort of legend that built up around Brother

John Theophane O’Shannassy, a gregarious, football-loving but irascible and domineering man

who would stay in the order for seventy years. Many other Brothers taught Stokes and his

cohort but ‘Shocker’ is the one they would remember best, describing him as a home-grown

‘Mr Chips with a chip on both shoulders’.It was O’Shannassy, dedicated Geelong Football Club

supporter, stylish practitioner of the drop kick and fancier of boxing and athletics, who was

keenest for ‘his’ boys to prove themselves against the bigger schools in the individual sports.In

1954, according to Stokes, St George’s was invited to compete in the combined interschool

sports competition. Under O’Shannassy’s direction, the Brothers took the boys across the

street to the Exhibition Gardens every day after school to train them in athletics, in the hope of

unearthing a genuine contender. ‘The Brothers were worried about not making a good show,’

he recalls. ‘It seems that to get invited [to the inter-school sports] they had indicated we would

be competitive.’ This looked somewhere between optimistic and delusional.
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brandon, “Great Australian, Great Book. This is an uplifting book. It is about an extraordinary

and gifted but humble Australian. It is well written by an excellent journalist who left no stone

unturned . What he turned up was an amazing story of rags to riches by a single minded and

flawed but compassionate man who though he is bent on making money has done so not to

keep it but to nurture it wisely He has never forgotten his roots or his values. This is a rattling

good read and the subject of the book could be the real role model for the dinkum Aussie.”
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Vern Presser, “... first half of his story outlined Kerrys struggle to better his life against all social

and human adversities that .... The first half of his story outlined Kerrys struggle to better his

life against all social and human adversities that was his lot.By allowing big business ventures

to rule his life Kerry was no husband/father to his family. This does not reflect well on his

characterThe last half is more of an inventory of how Kerry's investments took his time . He

certainly was a good businessman and made wise decisions and was generous in helping

those in genuine need that responded to his help.”

Johnny Baser, “Well worth a read. Heard of this bloke but did know much about him. us aussies

like to talk of legends but this businessman sounds like he does the old fashion way of hard

work and a man's word. Well worth the read.”

pmw, “Five Stars. Great story about an Aussie battler and very well written”

Linda, “What an amazing story Kerry deserves to br our national treasure Andrew .... What an

amazing story Kerry deserves to br our national treasureAndrew really gave the world a book

to inspire we can do anything if we work smart and dedicate ourselves great book every one

should read it”

Lois, “I have really enjoyed this account of Kerry Stokes' life. I have really enjoyed this account

of Kerry Stokes' life. What an interesting person. With all his wealth he always remembers his

background and would rather be 'in the workroom' that seeking public acknowledgement for his

many wonderful achievements.  Great book!!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “One of Australias best. A consumate businessman, philanthropist and all

round good guy. What a life he has had from being penniless to the man he is today.”

Edward Eddy, “Smooth Kerry!. Kerry is a tough, insightful, and wise character. I enjoyed his

vision and his preparedness to take a risk, with his own money. His success is not his alone

because he recognised early in his life that his strength must be supported by others he could

trust. Great story, but he too has his faults.”

John Hall, “A great story.. What a fabulous read. Every bit as good as the rise and rise of Kerry

Packer. The story of Kerry Stokes’ rise in the business world is enthralling...as good as any

thriller...”

Jenni Murch, “Rags to Riches. Just loved this book. Couldn't put it down. Just proves if you

want something bad enough you can achieve it with motivation and hard work. Inspirational.”

Lissa Spencer, “A fascinating insight into a truly self made man. I found this book hard to put

down. The stories are almost larger than fiction. Kerry Stokes developed himself into such an

astute businessman and philanthropist - a fair dinkum self made man.”
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